High resolution shadowing of Mycobacterium leprae.
Metal shadow casting techniques for transmission electron microscopic examination was used to determine the morphological characteristics of Mycobacterium leprae in untreated and treated patients. This technique is used to visualize bacterial surface structures by thermal evaporation of platinum alloys under moderate vacuum. This method gives a high contrast image at relatively low resolution and is useful for correlating micro-morphology quantitatively to early therapeutic effects of anti-leprosy drugs. Using these techniques in untreated cases, the surface structures of M. leprae were uniformly filled with relatively homogenous protoplasm surrounded by a cell wall. Most of the bacilli had thick cell walls with prominent banded and fibrous structures on the surface of the cell body. The cell wall was not detached in any of the solid bacilli in untreated cases. The bacilli varied in size and some of them were swollen in their mid-portion. Some bacilli were very short and completely filled with cytoplasm; therefore, these short bacilli were counted as solid bacilli in electron microscopic morphological index (EM-MI) determination. During treatment, mainly the cytoplasms of the bacilli were affected, and degeneration was observed. Ultrastructurally, the cytoplasm was shrunken and detached from the cell wall indicating mild degeneration. After moderate degeneration, the cytoplasm appeared fragmented. In advanced degeneration, all structures except the cell walls collapsed completely and no fibrous or band structures were visible on the surfaces of the cell walls. Therefore, these bacilli were counted as non-solid bacilli for EM-MI determination. This study shows that transmission electron shadowing gives more accurate counts than standard light microscopy of intact M. leprae bacilli in patient specimens.